Expect Exceptional Advantages

VxRail keeps you a step ahead – delivering proven flexibility and operational simplicity to innovate, grow and develop your business across the core, edge and cloud.

Optimize for any workload.

SINGLE VENDOR SUPPORT FROM HARDWARE TO HYPERVISOR

Expect To

- Extract value at the edge with SaaS multi-cluster management.
- Plan and automate multiple cluster updates.
- Role-based access control.
- Millions of configurations available.

VxRail sets the bar for customer advantages.

According to IDC, VxRail customers develop more new applications faster, enabling them to respond to opportunity or crisis.

Driving substantial staff efficiencies

- According to IDC, VxRail customers develop more new applications faster, enabling them to respond to opportunity or crisis.
- Dell EMC VxRail has been huge for us in responding to changing conditions. With COVID-19, we've been able to spin up multiple applications for public health in days, sometimes minutes...We can very rapidly respond to changing needs.

IDC STUDY